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From Dating Disaster To Dating MasterA
new relationship reality series. In volume 1
I put all aspects of the tomfoolery thats
surrounding the dating scene today on
blast.
That
includes,
approaching,dating,flirting,dressing,and
interactions with the opposite sex. I will
cover everything from whack ass pick up
lines to women falling for the okie
doke.The book will also give men better
incite when approaching women. And how
to know when shes not worth your time.
14,846 wordsHey Girl Its Ok To
SwallowYour ultimate guide to learning
how to give your man the best blow job he
has ever experienced! 15,255 wordsSucker
Punched By LoveIn this volume of The
Love Den Diaries Volume 3- Sucker
Punched By Love I will help you spot the
warning signs of this type of abuser before
they have a chance to break your heart. If
you are in fact already in a relationship
with someone who fits the descriptions
listed in this book it will help guide you in
the right direction by serving as a starting
point on the path to understanding and
healing from this type of abuse. Most
people can recognize abuse if its blatantly
in their face. Such as a person verbally or
physically abusing them. However what
about the wolves in sheeps clothing? The
ones that pretend to be so sweet, but in
reality you are in the presence of a
narcissistic social-path. These types of
abusers are the hardest to spot and even
harder to catch. Due to the fact that they
are usually what society deems as beautiful
or handsome, smart, charismatic, charming,
and flattering. In short they are loved by
everyone. At least to those who havent
figured them out yet. Most people can not
fathom the though of someone being so
calloused. The ONLY way to have an edge
with them is to be aware of their next move
before they make it. This may seem
impossible, however, once you figure out
their personality most abusers are as
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predictable as the day is long. In this
volume you will not only learn how
recognize these type of people before they
slither their way into your life. You will
also learn the role YOU play in the abusers
life and how Your personality may actually
even be an abuse magnet. There is a saying
that goes when you know better you do
better. This is your time to do better. This
is your time to stop wondering and
guessing whats going on with that loved on
that started out so nice and later pulled a Dr
Jekyll Mr Hyde. At times there will be ah
ha moments. At others there will be
sadness and anger as we dive head first into
the reality of what it feels like to be Sucker
Punched By Love. 15,813 words Midnite
LoveBe sure to check out extended sneak
peeks that are longer than the Amazon
version on:http://thelovedendiaries.com/
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